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the film, set in mumbai, revolves
around a mistaken delivery by the
dabbawalas (lunchbox service) of

mumbai, which leads to a
relationship between saajan, a lonely
widower close to retirement, and ila,
an unhappy housewife, as they start
exchanging notes through the daily
lunchbox. when you want to see a
bollywood movies that is going to

make your day, these movies are the
ones to go for. they are uplifting and
will make you smile and laugh all at

the same time. in fact, many of
these movies make us think and are
definitely worth watching. if you cant

make it to the cinema, there are
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many other ways to enjoy the latest
releases. you can watch trailers

online. for example, the new 'the
lunchbox' trailer is out now. there

are plenty of others available in the
past. the 'trailer of the week' page

on the hollywood reporter website is
a good place to start. you can even

buy the dvd on amazon or at
bollytosh.com. it is a much better

option than watching an on-demand
video streaming service. so your

child loves watching movies. what do
you do to keep him or her

entertained? you could try going to
see one at the cinema, but its

expensive. so how about getting him
or her into the world of all things
movies. it doesn't matter whether

they are bollywood or hollywood, or
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classics or recent releases, they are
all available to view online. you can
also go to a regular cinema, which is

probably a better option. the
tosh.holmes website has links to the
latest movies online, so you can see
what is playing in your local cinema.

or you can use a site like
moviefone.com or movietickets.com.
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